
Ecclesiastes 2:1-11
The emptiness of self-gratification 
and self-glorification 



Pursing good times (2:1-3)

Personal Pleasure and Joy
1 I said in my heart, “Come now, I will test you with pleasure; enjoy yourself.” 
But behold, this also was vanity. 
´ Solomon now describes moving on in the pursuit of personal fulfillment 
´ He talks to himself about finding meaning and substance through the 

pursuit of self-gratifying and self-glorifying pleasures and joys
´ With worldly wisdom Solomon decides to conduct a “test”
´ His experiment is to find out if there is substance to pursuing good times 

as the chief end of man
´ Many people seek to escape meaninglessness through pleasure and fun
´ “But behold, this also is vanity.” – The pursuit is unsustainable because we 

wear down and so do our companions



Pursing good times (2:1-3)

Humor and Laughter
2 I said of laughter, “It is mad,” and of pleasure, “What use is it?” 
´ What about bringing meaning to life with laughter?
´ When life becomes serious or painful it can be a relief to escape it with 

laughter
´ “It is mad” – not in the sense of crazy, but the idea of foolish folly
´ Laughter does not bring meaning and substance to life
´ “...of pleasure, ‘What use is it?’” – Solomon is examining substance and 

purpose in life, and pleasure, though enjoyable, does not give anyone 
sure footing in life



Pursing good times (2:1-3)
Complementing Life with Wine
3 I searched with my heart how to cheer my body with wine—my heart still guiding me with wisdom—and 
how to lay hold on folly, till I might see what was good for the children of man to do under heaven during 
the few days of their life.
´ “cheer” – to get a hold of to pull and carry along
´ Solomon considers how to equip himself to handle life, complementing the experiences of life with the 

thoughtful use of wine
´ Solomon is not describing dealing with life through drunkenness

´ As varieties of wine enhance and complement food, he thought wine might help enhance and complement 
the variety of experiences encountered in life

´ “my heart still guiding me with wisdom” – indicates he has the proper use of his faculties and he is not in 
a drunken state

´ “and how to lay hold on folly, till I might see what was good for the children of man to do under 
heaven during the few days of their life.”

´ He thought taking the edge off of life with the complement of wine might help him to endure and 
explain his and other’s circumstances better

´ He hoped that being a connoisseur of wine might help him to be a connoisseur of human wisdom for 
life



Pursing personal creativity (2:4-6)

4 I made great works. I built houses and planted vineyards for myself. 5 I 
made myself gardens and parks, and planted in them all kinds of fruit trees. 
6 I made myself pools from which to water the forest of growing trees. 
´ Solomon describes his creativity and construction abilities as “great 

works”
´ Look at how frequently “I” and “myself” occur in these verse
´ Solomon’s focus is not reflecting the creative glory of His Creator, but the 

exaltation of His power and ability
´ These displays of personal creativity were for self-exaltation, not the glory 

of God and the good of others



Pursuing possessions (2:7-8)
7 I bought male and female slaves, and had slaves who were born in my house. 
´ Solomon owned a massive amount of personal property
´ He also possessed a replenishing number of slaves to care for his property and possessions
´ I had also great possessions of herds and flocks, more than any who had been before me in Jerusalem.
´ Solomon acquired an incredible about of livestock
´ The account in 1 Kings records what was required to feed his household and his servants

´ 1 Kings 4:22–23 
8 I also gathered for myself silver and gold and the treasure of kings and provinces. 
´ Solomon had an abundance of money
´ Solomon has no lack of means
I got singers, both men and women, and many concubines, the delight of the sons of man. 
´ Entertainment with music and song were uncommon luxuries
´ Solomon made sure he had music available to him
´ “many concubines” – women for the express purpose of sexual gratification were available to Solomon in 

abundance
´ All that worldly people dream of having for personal gratification, Solomon had to an extreme
´ Entertainment and sexual gratification at will, do not give substance and meaning to life



Personal gratification does not give meaning to 
life (2:9-11)
9 So I became great and surpassed all who were before me in Jerusalem. Also my wisdom 
remained with me. 
´ By worldly assessment (possessions, power, prestige), no one greater than Solomon had 

ever lived
´ Throughout his reign, Solomon retains the wisdom God graciously promised him
´ But this does not make his self-serving use of wisdom godly 
10 And whatever my eyes desired I did not keep from them. I kept my heart from no 
pleasure, for my heart found pleasure in all my toil, and this was my reward for all my toil.
´ He had the power and means to possess anything he desired
´ He experienced temporal pleasure and gratification for his choices (his reward)
´ If you follow the course Solomon maps out, you may be rewarded with some fleeting 

pleasures, but it will not end well for you
´ 1 John 2:15–17 



Personal gratification does not give meaning to 
life (2:9-11)

11 Then I considered all that my hands had done and the toil I had 
expended in doing it, and behold, all was vanity and a striving after wind, 
and there was nothing to be gained under the sun.
´ None of the things Solomon examines come close to providing 

substance and meaning to life
´ The world shines and tantalizes, but it cannot satisfy

´ Jeremiah 2:12–13 

´ Only Jesus provides the satisfaction every soul craves
´ John 4:13–14 
´ Matthew 16:26 



Questions to Consider

´How are you being convicted about the ways you pursue 
worldly good times?

´ In what ways do you find personal creativity leading you 
astray?

´How do you see the pursuit of possessions as misguided 
effort?

´Why doesn’t personal gratification give meaning to life?
´Why is humble dependence on Jesus the only way to 

experience true satisfaction?
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